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Introduction
Summer Wonderland began its life back in 2006. After a meeting at La Boite 
Theatre Company, I was trying to come up with an idea that would meet their 
request — “Bring new audiences to La Boite.” 

It was a trip out to see the annual Christmas lights that gave me the answer. 
Street after street of houses, covered in lights and decorations, celebrating a time 
of year when we let magic take over for a while. But there was something else. 
Owners would sit in chairs on their driveway, or cook sausage sizzles on their 
lawn. They would watch the smiling crowds walk by, looking for a response to 
their creation. Here, deep in the suburbs, an artistic exchange was taking place. 
Here the very idea of home was art.

I began writing immediately. Aiming to create a simple, enjoyable comedy, I 
discovered something more. An exploration of the suburbs. Of ourselves.

The La Boite production was a huge success, extending its season to meet 
demand. But it was what happened afterward that surprised me the most. 
Requests started coming in from community theatres across Australia and New 
Zealand to perform the play. A play that spoke to their own sense of place. Their 
own experiences. Their own homes.

Summer Wonderland has changed a lot over the years. Like a person, a play 
gathers a better sense of itself over time. I’ve made cuts and strengthened 
journeys. But always in the spirit of the original idea — that no matter who we 
are or where we’re from, we’re all in some way going home.

Matthew Ryan
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Notes
CHARACTERS

FOSTER
BOB / LUDWIG
EUGENE
SVETLANA
MARTI
DEMOISELLE
MRS SLADE
GUSTAV

PERFORMANCE NOTES

It is compulsory that Bob and Ludwig are played by the same person for 
dramatic purposes. 

Eugene and Gustav double-up is recommended. Marti and Svetlana double-up 
is possible, if necessary.

Interval is optional.
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Summer Wonderland

ACT ONE
A cul-de-sac shown in miniature, the houses like dollhouses 
for children. On one side of the street is BOB’s rundown 
house with an old FJ Holden ute in the front yard. The other 
side of the street consists of MARTI’s trendy renovated house 
and DEMOISELLE’s matching granny flat. EUGENE’s plain 
house sits at the top of the cul-de-sac, overlooking the street.

FOSTER is lying in the middle of the road, holding a travel 
guide to Bavaria and staring at the sky.

FOSTER Dear King Ludwig. It’s seven o’clock in the morning. Which 
means, of course, there’s a man packing up at the markets in 
Buenos Aires. There’s a woman stepping onto the first train of 
the day in Shanghai, a man finishing his lunch in San Francisco 
and another going home in New York City. It’s summer here. 
So hot you can cook an egg on the road. Maybe I’ll cook. Is it 
snowing where you are? I’ve never seen snow. I think I’ll like 
snow. Be there soon, Ludwig. Regards, Foster Jones.

BOB enters from his house and sees FOSTER lying in the road.

BOB Oh, get off the bloody road. You trying to get yourself killed?

FOSTER Just enjoying the peace and quiet.

BOB Keep lying there, you’ll be enjoying it indefinitely.

BOB picks up the FJ Holden ute from his front lawn and 
works on the engine.

FOSTER stands and puts the travel guide to Bavaria in his 
back pocket. 
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BOB Is that what you’re wearing?

FOSTER Seems to be the case.

BOB Saints and sonny Jesus, Foster. I’m glad you’re not fixing 
my car.

FOSTER I’m an apprentice, Dad.

BOB And the goal is to not look like one. The goal is to look like 
a skilled and knowledgeable automobile mechanic.

FOSTER It’s just a garage.

BOB Tell that to the mother with three kids to pick up from 
school. Or the bloke who has to get from here to there to 
make a living. You think they want some drongo who can’t 
even dress himself? We’re knights in shining armour to 
these people.

FOSTER We? 

BOB You’re learning how to work for a living.

FOSTER Funny. I thought I was paying your bills.

A smash and slam from BOB’s house. They both stare at it.

 What’d you do?

BOB Nothing.

FOSTER Nothing?

BOB She said she didn’t want me out here anymore. Wants me 
off looking for a job or standing in a dole queue. Bob Jones 
in a dole queue.

FOSTER Beats working on the car all day.

BOB Helps me think.
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FOSTER Every day for a year?

BOB I’ve got a lot to think about.

FOSTER It’s not going to start, Dad. It’s old. You can’t get the parts. 
Why don’t you go out? See what’s around.

BOB Maybe tomorrow.

FOSTER Christmas Eve tomorrow. Make a nice present for Mum.

BOB She’ll be right, mate.

FOSTER She’s not right, Dad. She’s angry.

BOB It’s just the heat getting to her. Trust me, son. Bob Jones 
knows a thing or two about women.

A car drives out of BOB’s garage, exiting down the road. 
BOB and FOSTER watch it go.

 Probably going to the shops. Get into the air conditioning.

FOSTER She had luggage, Dad.

BOB Gotta hide the Chrissy presents in something. Get a move 
on. You’ll be late for work.

BOB works on the FJ Holden. 

FOSTER So I’ll leave this with you then.

BOB Yep.

FOSTER No worries.

BOB Yep.

FOSTER exits down the road. 

EUGENE enters from his house. He walks to BOB’s house, 
only noticing BOB at the last moment.
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EUGENE Oh morning Bob gosh you’re up early see ya.

EUGENE does an about-face and heads back towards his house.

BOB Oi. Hold your horses. What did you want?

EUGENE Nothing. Just walking. Going for a walk.

BOB To my place and back?

EUGENE Yep.

BOB Eugene. A man doesn’t get up at the crack of a sparrow’s fart to 
do laps of his neighbour’s lawn. Now what did you want?

EUGENE Nothing. Really. I was just … It’s nothing. It’s just that … 
Sometimes I … come over and … listen.

BOB To what?

EUGENE Your house.

BOB Come again?

EUGENE You know. To the sounds. Morning showers. Breakfast 
cooking. People calling out to each other. It relaxes me. I love 
your place. And things’ve been a bit nerve-wracking lately so I 
thought I’d come over for a bit of a breather.

BOB By listening to my house?

EUGENE Yeah.

BOB You’ve been listening to my house?

EUGENE Yeah.

BOB Eugene.

EUGENE Yes, Bob?

BOB Listen to your own bloody house!
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EUGENE My house doesn’t make those noises.

SVETLANA, a Russian woman, enters from EUGENE’s 
house, carrying a doll.

SVETLANA Eugene! You leave stupid doll on floor! I nearly break 
frigging neck! What kind of man plays with dolls? You are 
stupid, Eugene. A stupid little girly-man.

SVETLANA bites the head off the doll and spits it at him. 
She throws the doll to the ground and exits back into 
EUGENE’s house.

EUGENE I got married, Bob.

BOB Married?

EUGENE You can pay money on the internet. They come straight 
to you.

BOB You’re married?

EUGENE I thought I’d be really good at it. Got excited and thought 
kiddies might be on the way so I went to the shops and 
bought a doll for them. The one she just killed.

BOB Right. Well, let’s have a look, hey?

BOB tries to get the doll’s head back on.

EUGENE How do you do it, Bob?

BOB I think you just twist it.

EUGENE Marriage. You and Betty. All Svetlana does is yell at me. 
She doesn’t touch me. We haven’t conjoined.

BOB Yeah, all right. That’ll do. Listen, mate. Marriage is like a 
boil. You can squeeze and squeeze and all it’ll do is bring 
tears to your eyes. You have to let things open up on their 
own. You have to lure the juices out.
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EUGENE How do I do that when she won’t even talk to me?

BOB Sounds like what we need is a Bob Barbie.

EUGENE A barbie?

BOB Yeah. Fire up the cooker, get everyone over. You bring the 
Mrs and we all start talking you up to her. Telling her what 
a top bloke you are. Laying it on. By the time we’re done 
her head’ll be spinning.

EUGENE You think it’ll work?

BOB Leave it to me, mate. I’ll buy the supplies. You spread the 
word. We’ll get the whole street over. [indicating MARTI’s 
house] Except those dickheads.

EUGENE Why not them?

BOB They’re dickheads.

EUGENE They’d add some class. 

BOB Fourteen dollars I spent on that garden gnome, Eugene. 
Do you see a garden gnome over there, Eugene?

EUGENE No.

BOB A welcome gift it was. Weeks I’ve been waiting to see it and 
until I do, she’ll get no invites from me. 

EUGENE Probably wouldn’t come anyway.

BOB What’s that supposed to mean?

EUGENE I don’t think your barbies are her sort of thing, Bob. 

BOB Rubbish. Everyone loves my barbies. They’re a tradition.

EUGENE I think she has different traditions.

BOB Like what?  
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MARTI enters from her house and starts doing dramatic 
Pilates on the front lawn.

BOB and EUGENE watch her. She sees them and stops.

BOB Marti.

MARTI Bob.

BOB Yoga, huh?

MARTI Pilates.

BOB Know what I do for exercise?

MARTI What?

BOB Exercise.

BOB and EUGENE laugh.

MARTI How’s the job-hunting going, Bob?

BOB Could be worse. Could be hanging off the corporate 
ladder, fighting it out with the other weasels. How’s the 
office?

MARTI I’m about to be promoted.

BOB Yeah, right? Good one.

MARTI Yes. Well, nice talking to you.

BOB Garden looks good. Sort of empty though.

MARTI Empty? 

BOB Yeah. Like it’s missing something.

MARTI Missing what? [realises] Urgh.

BOB Renovations all finished then? 
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MARTI That’s right.

BOB Very ‘modern.’

MARTI Thank you.

BOB looks at DEMOISELLE’s granny flat.

BOB So who’s in there?

MARTI My daughter.

BOB She doesn’t live with you?

MARTI We’re learning independence.

BOB Bit of a trek to the dinner table.

MARTI She has her own kitchen actually. Living room, bedroom. 
Everything she needs.

BOB [pointing to MARTI’s house] To not be in there.

MARTI Exactly.

BOB Never understood the whole renovation thing myself. 
Throwing away all that money. I mean what’s the point?

MARTI Because it looks nice?

BOB Yeah. You like all that, don’t you?

MARTI Nothing wrong with putting some effort in. I’m sure it’s 
hard for some people to understand. 

BOB By the way, we’re having a bit of a street barbie later on. 

MARTI Are we?

BOB Yeah. But don’t worry. We’ll try to keep it down.

BOB and EUGENE walk away, chuckling. MARTI glares 
at them.
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EUGENE exits into his house. BOB goes back to his car.

DEMOISELLE enters from her granny flat and joins 
MARTI, who stares at BOB.

DEMOISELLE Morning. [no response] What’s he done now?

MARTI The usual. Not to worry.

MARTI does her Pilates, breathing deeply.

 You’re champagne, Marti. Champagne filled with gorgeous 
golden bubbles. They’re going to call you. You’re getting 
that promotion. You’re taking the starter and you’re 
putting down a deposit on … Do the noise, Princess.

DEMOISELLE What? No. Mum.

MARTI Do the noise.

DEMOISELLE makes reluctant ocean noises.

 On my beachfront apartment at ‘Vista Views.’ Oh, it’s so 
beautiful. It’s so beautiful and so very far away from Bob. 
The son’s a weirdo too. Saw him lying in the road earlier. 
Mind you, if I were related to Bob I’d throw myself in front 
of traffic as well.

DEMOISELLE Foster’s okay.

MARTI How do you know that?

DEMOISELLE We were on the same bus. He let me have his seat. We 
walked home together.

MARTI When?

DEMOISELLE Eight days ago.

MARTI I forbid it.

DEMOISELLE Forbid what?
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MARTI Whatever’s doing that to your face. Demoiselle …

DEMOISELLE Not the Indigo speech.

MARTI [overlapping] … you are an Indigo Child. A genius. They 
wrote a book about you. You excel at anything you want 
to. The sky’s the limit. But people talk, Demoiselle. People 
create an image of you. You can’t stop them doing it but 
you can contribute to it. Is that how you want the world to 
see you?

MARTI points at BOB, who displays much arse crack. 
They look at him.

 Well, now I’m upset. Some people have no idea how 
ridiculous they look.

MARTI power-walks ridiculously down the street. 
DEMOISELLE follows. 

That afternoon, BOB turns on his radio. He converts his 
house into a barbecue, taking out cooking equipment.

RADIO 
ANNOUNCER And stay with us radio listeners. It won’t be long before our 

special announcement for all you festive fanatics out there. 
That’s coming up, right after this.

Christmas music plays on his radio.

MRS SLADE enters from the road, dragging an empty dog 
collar on a leash. She stops and watches BOB. He turns 
and sees her, getting a fright.

MRS SLADE Having a party are we, Robert?

BOB Just a bit of a barbie, Mrs Slade.
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MRS SLADE A Christmas party?

BOB No! No, no. No Christmas parties here. Just an old 
fashioned completely normal summer barbie.

MRS SLADE You know where Christmas parties come from, don’t you? 
Roman orgies. Naked, throbbing orgies. You know what 
they do at orgies, don’t you Robert?

BOB I think so.

MRS SLADE They make baby Jesus cry.

BOB Right. Well, we’ll try to keep things under control then.

MRS SLADE Come, Ruffles.

MRS SLADE walks down the road, dragging the dog collar 
behind her. FOSTER enters from the road, reading the 
travel guide to Bavaria. 

 Watch where you’re going, you dangerous lunatic!

FOSTER stands aside for her. MRS SLADE exits. 

FOSTER joins BOB.

BOB Gets crazier by the day.

FOSTER She’s just old.

BOB Old? Show her a Christmas decoration and see how old 
she is. She walks up and down the street all Christmas 
Day singing ‘Happy Birthday, Jesus’ at the top of her lungs. 
That’s not age, mate. That’s screws coming loose.

FOSTER What’s going on?

BOB Chucking a barbie.

BOB busies himself, setting up.
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FOSTER Why?

BOB For Eugene. Idiot got married. Invited the whole street. 
Except them. 

FOSTER Any word from Mum?

BOB Staying at her sister’s. 

FOSTER For how long?

BOB Said she’ll revise the situation in the new year. 

FOSTER The new year?

BOB So just us for Christmas. Hey, you don’t want all that tree 
and turkey rubbish your mother goes on with do you?

FOSTER You don’t think you should go and talk to her?

BOB About what?

FOSTER Coming back.

BOB What am I supposed to do? Get down on my knees?

FOSTER Right.

FOSTER opens the front door of BOB’s house and stops, 
staring inside.

 Er. Dad?

BOB Yeah. She cleaned us out. Photos. Heirlooms. Every 
irreplaceable in the house. 

FOSTER Why’d she do that?

BOB Didn’t come up. You pay the electricity?

FOSTER Yes.

BOB Insurance?
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FOSTER Yes.

BOB Always pay your insurance.

FOSTER I paid it, Dad. You don’t think maybe now isn’t the best 
time for this?

BOB For what?

FOSTER A barbecue.

EUGENE enters from his house, followed by SVETLANA.

EUGENE Hi, Bob.

BOB Here he is. 

EUGENE Bob, this is Svetlana.

BOB Good to meet you, Svetlana.

SVETLANA shakes BOB’s hand.

EUGENE She was the one yelling at me earlier.

BOB Yeah, I know, mate. Gotta love a feisty woman, hey?

SVETLANA walks to FOSTER.

SVETLANA Hello, Fooster. It is hot today, no yes?

FOSTER Uh. Yeah. That’s December for you.

SVETLANA Almost too hot for clothing.

Beat.

FOSTER I should go wash up.

SVETLANA stops FOSTER leaving.

SVETLANA No, Fooster. A man should stink of hard work. Not like 
Eugene. He smell like goldfish.
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BOB Ah well, Foster doesn’t work that hard. I can assure you. 
Eugene here, now there’s a hard worker. A prize catch. A 
real man.

SVETLANA A real man who has to buy wife?

BOB He’s a go-getter. Wants a wife, he goes and gets one. None 
of this wooing that sad-shits like Foster have to put up 
with hey, Foster?

FOSTER I should go wash up.

SVETLANA Fooster is important. He brings bacon home.

BOB He pays a few bills. Who can’t do that?

FOSTER You?

BOB And Eugene’s the quiet type too. Not a smart-mouth like 
some people.

SVETLANA I like Fooster’s mouth.

BOB No. You’re an Australian woman now, Svetlana. You don’t 
want some puny kid. You want a man. A bloke who can …

FOSTER Face his problems?

BOB Do his bit without a word of complaint.

FOSTER Fix a car.

BOB Dress properly for work.

FOSTER Consider the needs of his family.

BOB Eugene here! That’s what you want.

SVETLANA Eugene is weirdo. He is bug that flies in room and 
nobody recognises. Crushed with rolled up magazine for 
being strange.
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SVETLANA exits into BOB’s house.

EUGENE Think it worked?

BOB Go get her a drink, mate. Birds like that.

EUGENE exits into BOB’s house.

 Well, I hope he kept a receipt. She’s out of her tree.

FOSTER How long is this going on?

BOB What?

FOSTER This. Us. Me looking after you while you insult me in front of 
the neighbours. 

BOB Three years.

FOSTER What?

BOB ’Til the superannuation kicks in. You’ll have your trade and 
you can do as you please.

FOSTER I had plans, you know? Other things to do.

BOB What? Visiting castles? They weren’t plans. They were daydreams.

DEMOISELLE enters from MARTI’s house with salads and 
crosses the road.

DEMOISELLE Hi, Foster.

FOSTER Oh. Hi … er …

DEMOISELLE Demoiselle.

BOB Demi-what?

FOSTER Demoiselle.

BOB What kind of name’s that for a daughter?
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DEMOISELLE It’s French.

BOB For what?

DEMOISELLE Daughter. Heard about your party.

BOB Barbecue.

DEMOISELLE gives BOB the salads.

DEMOISELLE That one’s blue cheese with apple and sugar dusted walnuts 
with greens and mustard dressing. And that one’s oriental 
chicken with napa cabbage, red peppers, water chestnuts, 
chow mein noodles and mandarin orange sesame dressing.

BOB looks at FOSTER for help.

FOSTER They’re salads.

BOB Oh. Right. Thanks, Decibel. Foster, you watch that lot. I’ll 
put these on the potato salad table. 

BOB exits into the house. FOSTER looks after the barbecue.

DEMOISELLE Like the book.

FOSTER Sorry?

DEMOISELLE My name. It’s like the children’s book. ‘Princess Demoiselle.’ 

FOSTER Never heard of it.

DEMOISELLE Oh. [beat] So what does Foster mean? Unless you’re adopted. 
Oh God, are you adopted and they called you Foster?

FOSTER Actually, my name isn’t Foster. It’s Gary.

DEMOISELLE Gary?

FOSTER When I was a kid, my Dad said I was Unaustralian as 
Fosters. Name stuck.

DEMOISELLE You have a travel guide to Bavaria in your pocket.
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FOSTER Oh. Yeah.

DEMOISELLE When do you go?

FOSTER One day. When I’m not up to my neck in grease and 
brake fluid.

DEMOISELLE When I was four I wanted to go to the moon.

FOSTER Sorry?

DEMOISELLE The moon. Me. Four.

FOSTER What stopped you?

DEMOISELLE The moon only comes out at night and I had to be in bed 
by seven.

FOSTER smiles.

FOSTER I was going to travel the world. Saved money since I was 
ten. Since the Foster joke started. Had it all planned. 
I own two hundred travel guides and know the whole 
world by heart.

DEMOISELLE Why didn’t you go?

FOSTER Dad lost his job at the garage. Couldn’t keep up with the 
new cars. So I had to take one up. Only have enough left 
for Bavaria. Two thousand dollars in my little box beside 
my bed.

DEMOISELLE Why Bavaria?

FOSTER shows her the travel guide, a photo of the 
Neuschwanstein Castle on the cover. 

FOSTER The Neuschwanstein Castle. Built by King Ludwig the 
Second. Eighteen hundreds. They called him the Dream 
King. He built the Neuschwanstein so he could live in a 
fairytale. A real fairytale castle. One day, I’m going to see it.
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DEMOISELLE Why not now?

FOSTER Who’ll pay the bills? [beat] So what’s your secret?

DEMOISELLE Secret?

FOSTER You guys. Nice house. Nice car. Don’t you have a whole flat 
to yourself?

DEMOISELLE Oh. Yes. Mum’s idea.

MARTI enters from her house.

MARTI There you are, Princess. Talking to Foster. How lovely.

FOSTER Hi, Ms Hall.

MARTI Been telling you all about it has she?

FOSTER About what?

MARTI preens DEMOISELLE throughout.

MARTI My little Demoiselle was accepted into three universities. 
Going to follow in her mother’s footsteps, aren’t you 
darling? End up bigger than all of us. And how are you, 
Foster? How’s the mechanic job?

FOSTER Fine.

MARTI And your Dad? Still out of work?

FOSTER Yeah.

MARTI And this old car not working. Got you on the bus has he?

FOSTER Yeah.

MARTI I’ll be buying Demoiselle a new car when she starts 
studying. You can do the tune ups if you need a few dollars.

DEMOISELLE Or you could give me lessons. I’d love to know all that stuff.
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MARTI Wouldn’t that be a sight? Little Demoiselle, all covered in 
oil. Woo, imagine the smell. What do mechanics smell like, 
Foster?

FOSTER Not too good actually.

MARTI Ah, see? No, we should try and keep that smell off you, 
Demoiselle. We’ll leave that one to the Joneses.

MARTI’s mobile phone rings.

 Oh. This is it. [answers her phone] Marti Hall speaking.

MARTI moves away from FOSTER and DEMOISELLE.

DEMOISELLE Sorry. 

FOSTER She’s just proud of you.

DEMOISELLE Never sounds like me.

FOSTER What do you mean?

DEMOISELLE I get trophies, good marks. I never feel good at anything. I 
just keep getting them.

FOSTER Must be horrible for you.

MARTI hangs up the phone, panicking.

MARTI You’re champagne, Marti. Champagne. Think of the 
bubbles. That sweet, foamy, effervescent fizz.

DEMOISELLE Mum? What’s wrong?

MARTI Oh. Well. I didn’t get it. I didn’t get the promotion.

DEMOISELLE Why not?

MARTI They said I was mean. That people think I’m mean. 

DEMOISELLE What people?
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MARTI Stupid people! We’re going home.

DEMOISELLE I don’t want to go home.

MARTI Demoiselle Hall, we are leaving right now.

DEMOISELLE pulls MARTI aside.

DEMOISELLE If you can’t escape to your beachfront apartment maybe 
you need to find a side of Mr Jones you can connect with.

MARTI I don’t want to connect with Bob. He’s disgusting.

DEMOISELLE Remember the time he changed your tyre for you?

MARTI He’d flattened it with a stray shot from a nail gun. He 
nearly killed me.

DEMOISELLE What about the garden gnome he gave you? That was nice.

MARTI That was horrid.

DEMOISELLE It was a welcome gift.

MARTI It was flashing its backside.

DEMOISELLE Maybe you just need to look at him with fresh eyes. Tear 
down the first impression and start again.

BOB enters from his house wearing an apron with breasts 
on it.

BOB Afternoon all.

MARTI Oh my God.

FOSTER Dad, don’t you have a more appropriate apron?

BOB Not a Bob Barbie without novelty boobs. What do you 
reckon, Marti?

DEMOISELLE [quickly] Do I smell something burning?
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BOB Probably. Left drongo in charge.

BOB takes over the barbecue. 

MARTI We were just leaving.

DEMOISELLE No, we weren’t.

EUGENE enters from BOB’s house.

EUGENE She won’t talk to me, Bob. I keep bringing her drinks but 
she doesn’t want them. Wine, beer, juice, cordial, Milo. 

BOB [to MARTI] You met Eugene?

EUGENE [to MARTI] Your house doesn’t make any noises.

MARTI What?

EUGENE She won’t say a word to me, Bob. After all that money I 
paid for her.

MARTI Oh. Well, that’s disgusting. Goodbye, everyone.

MARTI drags DEMOISELLE across the road.

EUGENE Disgusting?

BOB Back to the old eyesore, hey?

MARTI stops and turns back.

MARTI Excuse me?

BOB Shame isn’t it, Eugene? Used to be the most beautiful 
house on the street. 

EUGENE Yeah.

BOB indicates his own house.

BOB Well, second most. Hey?

MARTI Your house?
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BOB That’s right.

MARTI Your house?

DEMOISELLE Mum.

MARTI Your house, Bob, is a tacky, gaudy, shoddy, shabby dump!

EUGENE Bob’s house isn’t a dump. Bob’s house is great!

BOB Yeah, all right, mate.

MARTI It’s an outhouse. A cesspit.

BOB Well, it might seem a bit daggy to people like you but it’s a 
damn nice place to live.

MARTI It’s where nice comes to die. 

BOB Well, at least it doesn’t look like a spaceship farted a 
washing machine.

MARTI Urgh. If I had the money I’d be standing on a balcony, 
looking at the ocean and using you as a punch line.

BOB And if I had money I’d have a lot more problems to solve 
than you, you bloody snob.

EUGENE And if I had money my wife would love and respect me!

BOB’s radio goes to commercial.

RADIO 
ANNOUNCER Do you need a hundred thousand dollars? Then why not 

enter Deep Earth Energy Company’s Christmas Lights 
Competition? The big winner will be announced at seven 
o’clock on Christmas Eve. All you have to do is sign up 
as a customer, get cracking on that Christmas cheer and 
who knows? You could win one hundred thousand dollars. 
Deep Earth Energy: Life’s Deep.

Everyone stares at the radio.
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MARTI Nice to see you, Bob.

BOB Is that the time?

EUGENE I have to go now.

MARTI drags DEMOISELLE away, exiting into her house. 
BOB and EUGENE exit into their houses. 

FOSTER Oh, crap.

That evening, FOSTER lies on the road and stares at the sky.

FOSTER Dear King Ludwig. It’s seven o’clock in the evening. Which 
means the first tour group is being led into the Roman 
Colosseum. The giraffes at the Delhi Zoo are letting the 
pigeons have first pick at their lunch. And the husband 
and wife owners of the Bar Struzzichini are closing up for 
the night in New York City. I’m coming, Ludwig. I have 
two thousand dollars left. But I can still get there. Regards, 
Foster Jones.

BOB enters from the road with a box of decorations. 

BOB A hundred thousand, son. A hundred thousand to 
whoever’s house has the best rubbish on it.

FOSTER You entered that competition?

BOB Signed us up and tomorrow night we’re going to win.

FOSTER That thing’s a scam, Dad. It’s an energy company trying to 
make money.

BOB And if they give me a hundred grand they can make all the 
money they want.

FOSTER Don’t you have more important things to deal with right now?
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BOB What do you think I’m doing? Imagine her face when I 
turn up at the door a winner. 

FOSTER Maybe she just wants you to turn up at the door.

BOB I got the whole works. Everything I could find. I’m calling 
it ‘An All-Aussie Christmas!’

FOSTER What?

BOB Feast your eyes on this.

BOB takes a kangaroo from the box. 

FOSTER It’s a kangaroo.

BOB It’s a boomer.

FOSTER What’s a boomer?

BOB Bloody hell, Foster. Get with the times. I paint them white 
and stick light bulbs up their bums to make them glow. I 
put Santa in an Anzac hat and give Rudolph a wine cask to 
go with his nose. I put the seven dwarfs in board shorts.

FOSTER Santa has elves.

BOB Dwarfs were cheaper.

FOSTER Do you know how many people you’re up against? Do you 
know what kind of people you’re up against? They spend 
tens of thousands of dollars on these things.

BOB And they’re going to have a very crappy Christmas because 
Bob Jones is turning his luck around. 

FOSTER You don’t even like Christmas.

BOB I like Christmas. I bloody love it.

FOSTER You didn’t want to put the tree up.
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BOB Who made you go in that stupid nativity play when you 
were a kid?

FOSTER Mum. You wouldn’t come because I was cast as the 
Christmas Fairy.

BOB Who taped it?

FOSTER Mum. You taped over it.

BOB Who dressed up as Santa Claus and snuck into the house 
in the middle of the night so you’d see me?

FOSTER That was you.

BOB Ha!

FOSTER You came home drunk from a party and passed out. I 
thought Santa Claus had died in my living room. 

BOB So I’ve got a few things to make up for. We’ll do it together. 
Father and son. Here, you start on this lot. I’ll glue thongs 
on the Wise Men.

BOB gives FOSTER the box of decorations, digging 
through it for the Wise Men.

FOSTER Dad. How much did all this cost?

BOB A thousand. Almost two.

FOSTER Where did you get the money?

BOB Your room. That little box.

FOSTER What?

BOB Beside your bed.

FOSTER shoves the box into BOB’s hands.

FOSTER Take it back.
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BOB Hey? 

FOSTER You’re taking it back and you’re getting my money back.

BOB I beg your pardon. This is my house and if I want to 
decorate it I bloody well will.

FOSTER And I pay your bills and I say you’re not.

BOB You don’t tell me what to do. 

FOSTER I’m not telling you what to do. I’m telling you what you’re 
not doing.

BOB And I’m not doing what you’re telling me what not to do. I 
tell me what to do and I’m telling me I’m doing it.

FOSTER You took it. You just took it from me.

BOB You wanted me to do something. A hundred grand. 
Imagine her face. [beat] You’ll get it back when we win. 
You can go anywhere you want. Trust me, son. First prize. 
No one’ll keep up with the Joneses.

BOB exits into his house.

FOSTER remains on the street.

SVETLANA enters from EUGENE’s house. 

SVETLANA Hello, Fooster. It is so dark, no yes?

FOSTER Yeah, that’s nighttime for you.

She laughs.

SVETLANA You are very funny, Fooster. I have been watching you.

FOSTER You have?

SVETLANA You are strong but gentle. Hard but soft. Like warm sheep 
on cold Russian night. No one would see us. Rustling in 
bushes together.
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FOSTER Sorry?

SVETLANA Sex. In bushes.

FOSTER Aren’t you married to Eugene?

SVETLANA Eugene. Eugene is wet towel on floor.

SVETLANA starts running her hands over him. FOSTER 
gently fends her off.

 Fooster is big man. Strong man. Man who looks after his 
family.

FOSTER Not by choice, I assure you.

SVETLANA Fooster is champion of responsibility. Man of house.

FOSTER Well, if that means having all your money taken …

SVETLANA gets FOSTER to the ground and sits on top 
of him.

SVETLANA Svetlana has finished seducing you now.

GUSTAV, a Russian man, enters from the road. He sees 
SVETLANA on top of FOSTER.

 [in Russian] Pizduk!

She climbs off FOSTER. GUSTAV pulls FOSTER to his feet.

GUSTAV All right, funny guy. Where is all the money?

FOSTER What money?

GUSTAV You are behind in payments. Wife is not free, Eugene.

FOSTER I’m not Eugene.

GUSTAV You are sexual with Svetlana Peroistavich. You are 
Eugene Walker.
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FOSTER No. We’re not sexual. My name’s Foster. Foster Jones. 

DEMOISELLE enters from her granny flat with a children’s 
book and sees the commotion.

GUSTAV Do I look stupid to you?

FOSTER No, you do not look stupid.

GUSTAV You owe ten thousand dollars. Gustav money collector. 
Gustav professional. Gustav travel world collecting money. 
And men? They always pay.

FOSTER Svetlana, please tell him who I am.

SVETLANA Hit him, Eugene.

FOSTER What?

SVETLANA Stand up for me. Defend my honour, my dear husband.

FOSTER I’m not your husband.

SVETLANA Of course you are. What am I? Some cheating worthless 
wife who they will take back to Russia? Hit him.

FOSTER I’m not Eugene.

GUSTAV I am sick of games. I am going to start punching you at once.

DEMOISELLE Foster?

FOSTER Demoiselle.

DEMOISELLE Are you coming home soon?

GUSTAV throws FOSTER aside.

GUSTAV Who are you?

DEMOISELLE Foster’s wife.

SVETLANA You are not wife.
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GUSTAV [to SVETLANA, in Russian] Za maal chaats!

SVETLANA shuts up.

 Wife?

DEMOISELLE Yes.

FOSTER Yes. She’s my wife. We’re wives. Husband and wife.

FOSTER puts his arm around DEMOISELLE. She puts her 
arm around FOSTER.

GUSTAV Where is you live?

DEMOISELLE points to the granny flat. FOSTER points to 
BOB’s house.

DEMOISELLE There.

FOSTER changes direction, pointing at the granny flat.

GUSTAV [re: MARTI’s house] That flat belong that house.

DEMOISELLE No. The house is number nine. The flat is nine and a half.

GUSTAV How you meet?

FOSTER On a bus.

DEMOISELLE He gave me his seat.

FOSTER A bus seat.

GUSTAV What meal you serve at wedding?

FOSTER Chicken.

DEMOISELLE Pork.

FOSTER Hot pot. Chicken pork hotpot.

DEMOISELLE Yum.
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GUSTAV All right. Maybe you are not Eugene. Maybe you just 
dogbird his wife. But you stay away from Svetlana from 
now on. Or it is you who pay her bill, yes?

FOSTER Yes.

GUSTAV Now. Where do I find big stadium where people make ‘It’s 
A Knockout’?

FOSTER What?

GUSTAV takes out a travel guide.

GUSTAV Australian television program. Big hit in Russia.

FOSTER You want …

GUSTAV opens the travel guide and shows FOSTER.

GUSTAV Here in travel book. Obstacle courses. Crazy people in 
little shorts.

FOSTER I’m not sure that — …

GUSTAV  [singing] ‘In the distance you can hear, the sound of the 
cheer, and the laugh and the roar of the crowd. And you 
can feel the expectation, and the wild jubilation, and the 
shouting the winners name aloud.’

SVETLANA [singing] ‘’Cause it’s the greatest game in town.’

GUSTAV [singing] ‘And it’s the craziest fun around.’

GUSTAV/
SVETLANA [singing] ‘It’s a knockout.’

SVETLANA [singing] ‘That’s the name.’

GUSTAV/
SVETLANA [singing] ‘It’s a knockout.’

GUSTAV [singing] ‘That’s the game.’
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GUSTAV/
SVETLANA [singing] ‘It’s a knockout! That’s the name of the game!’

GUSTAV and SVETLANA strike a final pose.

FOSTER Yeah, they don’t make that show anymore.

GUSTAV What?

FOSTER I think too many people got hurt.

GUSTAV No big running penguins?

FOSTER No.

GUSTAV No Billy J Smith?

FOSTER No.

GUSTAV What hell is point of television? Svetlana! [in Russian] Dawm!

GUSTAV and SVETLANA exit into EUGENE’s house.

FOSTER and DEMOISELLE stare at EUGENE’s house, stunned.

FOSTER What just happened?

DEMOISELLE Well, I think that she’s a mail-order bride and he’s a Russian 
tough guy who’s here to collect the debt.

FOSTER Right. So. Police?

DEMOISELLE Won’t that make him angry?

FOSTER I think he’s already pretty angry.

DEMOISELLE So we shouldn’t make him angrier.

FOSTER What about Eugene?

DEMOISELLE Maybe he has everything under control.

FOSTER Eugene?
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DEMOISELLE Or he ran away. Either way we don’t know so maybe we 
should just wait and see and … keep up appearances.

FOSTER Appearances?

DEMOISELLE Well, we pretended to be married so … we should just 
keep doing that. Nothing big. Just walks. Holding hands.

FOSTER Sleeping in separate houses?

DEMOISELLE Or you sleep here. That’s what we told him you do.

FOSTER On your couch?

DEMOISELLE Is that a good idea? What if he looks in? I think you should 
sleep in my bed and I’ll watch.

FOSTER Watch?

DEMOISELLE Out. For bad guys.

FOSTER Sure. Great. Now I’m married.

DEMOISELLE Just until it blows over. [beat] Foster?

FOSTER Yes, dear?

DEMOISELLE Who has a hotpot at a wedding?

FOSTER smiles.

FOSTER Hey, I panicked. You panicked. Who lives at nine and a half?

DEMOISELLE I do actually.

FOSTER Really?

DEMOISELLE Mum subdivided … me.

FOSTER Oh. Still, it must be nice to sleep under your own roof.

DEMOISELLE I don’t really know. I tried but it’s very quiet. I just wait 
until Mum’s gone to bed and sleep in her house. Come 
back out before she wakes up. Strange, huh?
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FOSTER Not for this street.

DEMOISELLE Your Mum ever do things like that?

Beat.

FOSTER She left.

DEMOISELLE What?

FOSTER My Mum. This morning. Packed her bags and drove off. 
Just for Christmas. Maybe.

DEMOISELLE I’m sorry. 

FOSTER It’s what she wanted.

DEMOISELLE What’s your Dad going to do?

FOSTER Get her back by winning a Christmas lights competition 
with the last of my money that he stole from me.

DEMOISELLE Oh.

FOSTER When I was a kid I built this giant sand castle on a beach. 
Spent all day inside it, pretending I was the royal prince of 
a beautiful kingdom. We were camping and I asked Dad 
if I could sleep in my castle instead of my tent. He made 
fun of me so I decided they weren’t my real parents and I 
was going to run away, back to my kingdom. I waited until 
they were asleep and snuck off. I didn’t understand tides 
so I didn’t know why my castle was gone. Walked up and 
down the beach, calling out for my kingly father to take me 
home. [beat] So, you often walk around at night rescuing 
people from mobsters?

DEMOISELLE I was coming to show you this.

She gives him the children’s book. He reads the cover.
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FOSTER ‘Princess Demoiselle.’ [off the back cover] ‘Princess 
Demoiselle is the smartest, most talented girl in the whole 
world. But what will she do when a greedy village boy tries 
to win her heart and take her riches?’

DEMOISELLE It’s based on me.

FOSTER What?

DEMOISELLE The author met my mother. Found out all the things I was 
good at. Wrote a book about it.

FOSTER Are you sure?

DEMOISELLE Why?

FOSTER gives the book back.

FOSTER No, it’s great. I’ve just never met a person a book was based on 
before. Or lived at nine and a half. Wait. You’re nine and a half.

DEMOISELLE I know.

FOSTER And it’s official? In the council records?

DEMOISELLE Yes.

FOSTER You’d be your own entry.

DEMOISELLE In what?

FOSTER The Christmas lights competition.

DEMOISELLE Why would I enter a Christmas lights competition?

FOSTER We do it together. Split the winnings. Fifty thousand each.

DEMOISELLE Why would we do that?

FOSTER I’d get it back. Everything he took.

DEMOISELLE Foster, my mother’s in that competition.

FOSTER So double her chances.
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DEMOISELLE What about your Dad’s entry?

FOSTER Have you seen my Dad’s entry? It’s my only chance. We 
could make something amazing. The two of us. Together.

DEMOISELLE Okay.

FOSTER hugs DEMOISELLE. Shocked, she hugs him back.

FOSTER But we have to stand out. We have to come up with 
something that no one else will even think of. 

DEMOISELLE Like what?

FOSTER What did you love about Christmas as a kid?

DEMOISELLE The sales.

FOSTER As a kid.

DEMOISELLE The sales.

FOSTER What about presents? The wrapping. The mystery of what 
you’re going to get.

DEMOISELLE We already knew. We just fill in lists.

FOSTER Okay. Lunch. Food cooking, filling the house with the 
smell of turkey and pudding.

DEMOISELLE We just go out for lunch.

FOSTER Out for lunch? Who goes out for lunch?

DEMOISELLE We do. What’s best is a tidy, well-organised holiday. No 
mess, no fuss.

FOSTER What’s wrong with mess?

DEMOISELLE Mess is bad. Messy Christmases are bad. They’re emotional 
and bad things happen that should never be talked about 
ever again.
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FOSTER What things?

DEMOISELLE I don’t want to talk about them.

FOSTER You can tell me.

DEMOISELLE How about a tribute to Christmas in Wales?

FOSTER Demoiselle.

DEMOISELLE Did you know they put a horse skull on a stick?

FOSTER What happened?

DEMOISELLE One year I wanted a Christmas like you have. Mystery 
presents. Big lunch. And I wanted to make a …

FOSTER A what?

DEMOISELLE A gingerbread house. I worked on it for days. Then on 
Christmas Eve the heat got to it and it collapsed. And 
then everything else fell apart. The presents were horrible. 
Lunch was awful. Mum was furious and deemed the whole 
thing a failure that we were never allowed to do ever again.

FOSTER stares at DEMOISELLE’s granny flat.

FOSTER A gingerbread house.

DEMOISELLE What?

FOSTER A life-sized, completely real gingerbread house.

DEMOISELLE No. My story. 

FOSTER It’s perfect.

DEMOISELLE It’ll collapse. It’ll melt. It’ll end up looking like a big 
yuletide turd. 

FOSTER It only has to last a day.

DEMOISELLE But I was bad at it. I failed at it.
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FOSTER So? 

DEMOISELLE So I’m supposed to be good at things. [indicating her 
book] That’s what this is. I’m supposed to be this.

FOSTER I think we should forget about the book.

DEMOISELLE I am the book. 

FOSTER I don’t think the book is what you think it is.

DEMOISELLE flicks through the book, reading.

DEMOISELLE ‘Demoiselle could sail.’ ‘Demoiselle could ride a horse.’ 
‘Demoiselle could sing soprano.’

FOSTER Demoiselle. That’s a Little Princess book. Parents send 
away for them. You pay money and the company puts the 
name of your child in the story. They just fill in the blanks. 
It’s to make your kid feel special.

DEMOISELLE No, it’s not.

FOSTER It’s on the back cover. In the corner.

DEMOISELLE looks in the corner of the back cover.

DEMOISELLE ‘Make your child feel special for $29.95.’ But it’s Princess 
Demoiselle. It’s famous. 

FOSTER I think she just paid for it. But that’s okay because now you 
don’t have to be scared of doing this. 

DEMOISELLE exits into MARTI’s house.

 Demoiselle?

EUGENE enters from the road, carrying a box of 
decorations to his house.

 Eugene. Don’t go in there.

EUGENE But I live in there.
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FOSTER There’s a Russian money collector in there.

EUGENE Oh, tit.

FOSTER Go. Run.

EUGENE But I have to decorate my house. I have to win the money. 
Then I can pay him the rest of the money and Svetlana will 
see how successful I am and like me. 

EUGENE sets up his display.

 I got a great idea for a display. It’s a big family with lots of 
kids and they’re all putting up Christmas lights together.

FOSTER And how do you plan on doing that with a Russian money 
collector in your house?

EUGENE Possums.

FOSTER What?

EUGENE You tell him it’s possums on my roof.

FOSTER And when he sees a possum that looks like a full-grown man?

EUGENE He won’t see me. I’ll be hiding.

FOSTER Where?

EUGENE holds up a Santa doll.

EUGENE Here.

FOSTER Where?

EUGENE Here. See? It’s perfect.

EUGENE heads for his house.

FOSTER Where are you going?
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EUGENE Well, I’m not going to get changed out here. Besides, I’ve 
never heard my house with people in it.

EUGENE exits into his house.

FOSTER Eugene. Eugene.

A window in EUGENE’s house opens and a torch shines 
on FOSTER.

GUSTAV [from inside the house] What are you doing out there?

FOSTER Nothing. 

GUSTAV  [from inside] What do you want?

FOSTER Um. Can I have sex with Svetlana?

GUSTAV [from inside] No. Go home.

FOSTER Okay. But just so you know, we get a lot of possums 
around here so if you hear anything on your roof, that’s 
what it is.

GUSTAV  [from inside] What hell is possum?

FOSTER They’re about that big. Sharp claws. Scream at everything. 

GUSTAV [from inside] Possums will bite me?

FOSTER Definitely. Don’t go up there. 

FOSTER shuts the window. It reopens.

GUSTAV [from inside] Boy.

FOSTER Yes?

GUSTAV [from inside] Which is television channel with Ozzie 
the Ostrich?

FOSTER What?
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GUSTAV [from inside] In travel book. ‘Hey, Hey. Now It’s Saturday.’

FOSTER They don’t make that show anymore.

GUSTAV [from inside] Son of a bitch.

GUSTAV shuts the window.

FOSTER Supplies. Supplies.

FOSTER exits down the road. 

MARTI enters from her house carrying a box of decorations. 
DEMOISELLE follows with the Princess DEMOISELLE 
book. As they talk MARTI decorates her house in a tasteful 
Winter Wonderland, complete with snow, Christmas trees, 
Frosty the Snowman and children ice-skating.

DEMOISELLE What does it mean?

MARTI What does what mean?

DEMOISELLE ‘Make your child feel special for $29.95.’

MARTI It means what it says. They make their children feel special 
by seeing how special you are. You’re someone other young 
people look up to.

DEMOISELLE Who was the writer?

MARTI A man.

DEMOISELLE Did you meet him?

MARTI Of course I met him.

DEMOISELLE How did he hear about me?

MARTI You’d won lots of things. People talk.

DEMOISELLE Why did he want to write a book about me?

MARTI I don’t know.
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DEMOISELLE Why not?

MARTI Because I don’t. Because I’m very busy and I don’t want to 
talk about this. Okay? Okay.

MARTI exits into her house. DEMOISELLE follows.

BOB enters from his house, humming Christmas carols as 
he sets up his display. He sets up his Anzac Santa on his 
lawn. He waves a hand in front of its face. 

ANZAC SANTA Ho ho ho.

GUSTAV enters from EUGENE’s house with a torch and a 
large kitchen knife.

GUSTAV Here possum, possum, possum.

BOB sees GUSTAV.

 Where are you, dangerous animal? Gustav has kitchen 
knife to stab you with.

BOB Excuse me.

GUSTAV Oh. Hello.

BOB Mind telling me what you’re doing?

GUSTAV [re: EUGENE’s house] I am defending house from 
Australian wildlife.

BOB That house?

GUSTAV Yes. You are Eugene Walker?

BOB No. 

GUSTAV Why are you outside?

BOB I’m decorating.

GUSTAV At nighttime?
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BOB There’s competition on.

GUSTAV Competition?

BOB Why are you at Eugene’s?

GUSTAV Oh! Look at that! 

GUSTAV picks up BOB’s FJ Holden, admiring it.

 1953 FJ Holden utility. Energetic performance, rugged 
dependability. Classic Australian automobile. I will buy 
from you.

BOB What? No.

GUSTAV I give good price.

BOB takes the FJ Holden from GUSTAV.

BOB Now you listen to me. Eugene is a friend of mine and if 
you don’t tell me why you’re over there I’m going to call 
the police.

GUSTAV Police would be very bad decision.

BOB So why are you here?

GUSTAV To help.

BOB With what?

GUSTAV Money. For Svetlana. 

BOB Svetlana?

GUSTAV Eugene fall behind in payment. I am here with big job. 
Lots of money to help Eugene.

BOB What’s the job?

GUSTAV Eh?
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BOB The job. What is it?

GUSTAV looks at BOB’s house.

GUSTAV I am. Judge. In competition.

BOB The judge?

GUSTAV Oh yes. Christmas is very big in Russia. They want the 
best. I am the best. Gustav.

BOB starts laughing. GUSTAV joins in.

BOB Hell’s bells, mate. I nearly beat the snot out of you.

GUSTAV Just as well you didn’t.

BOB Yeah. That wouldn’t have done me much good. 

BOB shakes GUSTAV’s hand.

 Bob. Bob’s my name.

GUSTAV Hello, Bob.

BOB And you like my display?

GUSTAV Oh yes. This is very good. 

BOB ’Cause it probably looks a bit strange to a foreigner but it 
all has a meaning. And it isn’t finished yet.

GUSTAV No, Bob. I like. Australia Christmas. 

BOB That’s it.

GUSTAV Summer Wonderland.

BOB That’s right.

GUSTAV I think this have very good chance, Bob.

BOB Ah, great. Well, you wait ’til it’s finished, Gustav. You’ll be 
crapping Christmas cheer for a month.
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GUSTAV I look forward to this. Goodnight, Bob.

BOB Yeah. Night.

GUSTAV exits back into EUGENE’s house.

 The bloody judge!

MRS SLADE enters from the road, dragging the empty dog 
collar behind her. 

MRS SLADE Are those Christmas decorations, Robert?

BOB No! No decorations here, Mrs Slade. 

MRS SLADE They look like Christmas decorations, Robert.

BOB No. Just setting up a garage sale. Raising money for charity. 
Orphans. Sick ones. 

MRS SLADE Ezekial 6:13, Robert. ‘When slain men lie under green 
trees where they offered sweet savour to their idols, then 
you will know my name is the Lord.’

BOB Hey?

MRS SLADE Christmas trees, Robert. Decorations are Satan’s earings.

BOB Right-o. No worries then.

MRS SLADE exits down the road.

 Mad as a mouse turd.

BOB works on his display. 

MARTI enters from her house. She puts the finishing 
touches on her display and turns on her beautiful 
Christmas lights with a remote control. 

BOB sees them and coughs to MARTI. MARTI looks at 
him. BOB turns on his lights. They blink like hazard lights 
over his terrible display.
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MARTI laughs.

 Yeah? Well, you’ll be laughing out the other side of your 
backside when it wins.

MARTI You don’t really think that has a chance, do you?

BOB As a matter of fact, I have it on good authority that it does.

MARTI Drunk Rudolph? The Virgin Mary on a surfboard? Allan 
Border’s head on your baby Jesus?

BOB I was being ironic.

MARTI I’m going to win, Bob.

BOB And I’m going to beat you.

MARTI You can’t beat me if I win.

BOB And you can’t win if you lose.

MARTI I’m going to win.

BOB So am I.

MARTI We can’t both win.

BOB Well, there you go. 

BOB walks towards his house.

MARTI And what does the Mrs think? I saw her leave, you know. 
Bags all packed. I did the same to my husband. And you 
know what? I’m a lot happier now.

MARTI exits into her house. BOB stares at her house. 

EUGENE sits on his roof in a Santa outfit.

EUGENE [whispering] Bob. Up here. I’m hiding.

BOB walks to MARTI’s house.
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 [whispering] What are you doing, Bob?

BOB pulls out MARTI’s Christmas trees, breaking them. 
EUGENE gasps.

 Bob. Look what you did.

BOB exits back into his house.

MARTI and DEMOISELLE enter. DEMOISELLE holds 
a trophy.

DEMOISELLE You’re changing the topic.

MARTI I’m not changing the topic. I heard something.

MARTI sees her broken Christmas trees. She glares at 
BOB’s house.

DEMOISELLE This is my sailing trophy. I won this after drifting off 
course and ending up in the middle of the ocean.

MARTI And the judges recognised you had a natural, unrestricted 
aptitude for the sport.

DEMOISELLE They sent out a search party.

MARTI Because you were very good. Now go away.

DEMOISELLE exits into MARTI’s house.

MARTI goes to BOB’s house.

EUGENE [whispering] Bob. She’s coming, Bob.

MARTI rips off Rudolph’s head. She uses BOB’s hammer 
to nail the head to BOB’s house. She hurries back to her 
house, exiting.

BOB All right. What’s the racket about?

He sees Rudolph’s head.
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 Bugger me!

EUGENE watches as BOB takes DEMOISELLE’s salads from 
his house and crosses to MARTI’s house. He tips both salads 
all over MARTI’s house and display.

 Suck salad!

EUGENE watches BOB exit back into his house.

MARTI enters and sees the salad all over her house. 
EUGENE watches as she crosses to BOB’s house and uses a 
screwdriver on BOB’s Anzac Santa.

DEMOISELLE enters with another trophy and goes to MARTI.

DEMOISELLE This is my trophy for horse riding.

MARTI So?

DEMOISELLE You can’t win a horse-riding trophy if you fall off a horse.

MARTI You were dismounting and the horse moved. Everyone saw 
it move. 

DEMOISELLE So why were other girls crying when I won?

MARTI rings BOB’s doorbell and heads back to her house, 
followed by DEMOISELLE.

MARTI Your talent makes other children jealous, Demoiselle. It 
always has and that’s why you don’t have any friends.

MARTI exits into her house, followed by DEMOISELLE.

BOB enters and stops. He looks around. He walks past the 
Anzac Santa.

ANZAC SANTA Show us ya boobs.

BOB looks at the Anzac Santa. He picks it up and waves his 
hand in front of it.
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ANZAC SANTA Show us ya boobs.

BOB Right. It’s bloody on.

BOB takes a bottle of tomato sauce from his house. He 
goes to MARTI’s house and, as he sings, pulls the heads 
off MARTI’s ice-skating children and puts them in Frosty’s 
hands, spraying tomato sauce everywhere.

 ‘Deck the Halls with boughs of holly. Fa la la la la, la la la 
la. ’Tis the season to be jolly. Fa la la la la, la la la la. Marti 
Hall, I’m gonna beat her. Fa la la, la la la, la la la. Shame her 
Frosty’s a kiddy-eater. Fa la la la la, la la la la.’

MARTI screams inside her house.

 Whoops-a-daisy.

BOB exits into his house as MARTI enters from her house. 
She stares at her Frosty the Snowman. 

MARTI takes a large bag from her house. She starts 
replacing BOB’s display with items from the bag. 

DEMOISELLE enters with a trophy and goes to MARTI 
who replaces BOB’s display throughout.

DEMOISELLE I won this for the Regional Soprano Singing Competition.

MARTI looks at the trophy, nervous.

MARTI And?

DEMOISELLE I didn’t enter the Regional Soprano Singing Competition.

MARTI And I’ve told you lots of times, they heard about your 
voice and they decided you were better than all the girls 
who did enter.

DEMOISELLE That doesn’t make any sense.
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MARTI Well, I am too busy to explain it any further, Demoiselle. 

DEMOISELLE How did I win these awards?

MARTI Keep your voice down.

DEMOISELLE How did I win these awards?

MARTI Ssh!

DEMOISELLE How did I win these awards?!

MARTI I paid for them! 

DEMOISELLE What?

MARTI I kept encouraging and encouraging. The book. A 
certificate. Waiting for some natural ability to manifest. 
But it wouldn’t. I had to pay for everything. Prizes, school 
marks. Do you have any idea how much three university 
placements cost? All that money wasted and now look at 
me. I’m in a Christmas lights competition. I hope you’re 
happy, Demoiselle. I really, really do.

DEMOISELLE walks away and sits on her granny flat. 
MARTI rings BOB’s doorbell and takes the bag, now full of 
BOB’s decorations, back to her house.

BOB enters from his house.

BOB What can I tell you, Marti? Your snowman just went rabid. 

He sees MARTI staring at him.

 What?

She presses her remote control. BOB’s house lights up. 
It is now All-American, complete with flags and lights. 
American fanfare plays.

 You … You …
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MARTI My goodness, Bob. That’s quite an improvement.

BOB Give them back.

MARTI Give what back?

BOB Don’t play games with me, girlie. Give me back my 
decorations. Give me back my Ken Done poster!

MARTI Um. No.

MARTI exits into her house. 

BOB This isn’t over. This is just the start of it. You hear me?

FOSTER enters from the road with a box of ingredients. 
He sees the ruined displays and stops.

DEMOISELLE and EUGENE watch and listen from their 
houses, unseen by BOB and FOSTER.

FOSTER What’s going on?

BOB War.

FOSTER I was gone for ten minutes.

BOB [re: FOSTER’s box] What’s all that?

FOSTER Nothing.

BOB Something we can get her with?

FOSTER It’s baking stuff.

BOB For what?

Beat.

FOSTER I’m in the competition. With Demoiselle.

BOB Right. Like that, is it?

FOSTER Like what?
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BOB Couldn’t get far on your old man’s back so you’re climbing 
on theirs.

FOSTER I’m not on anyone’s back.

BOB So why are you over there when you know full well why 
I’m doing this?

FOSTER Because you’re not going to win, Dad.

BOB Oh yes, I am. And I won’t be sharing a cent with you, you 
ungrateful sod.

FOSTER Ungrateful? I pay for your food, Dad. Electricity, insurance. 
I have no life but your house is insured to the hilt.

BOB What do you want, Foster? A prize?

FOSTER I don’t know what burns you up more. Being replaced as 
man of the house or having to rely on a puny Un-Australian 
sad-shit like me.

BOB The second one.

FOSTER What?

BOB The puny sad-shit one. Which pales in comparison to you 
stabbing me in the back.

BOB sees DEMOISELLE behind FOSTER.

 All for that Demazin. She giggles and squeaks and you 
can’t wait to betray your family.

FOSTER This isn’t about Demoiselle. I don’t care about Demoiselle. 
It’s you. I’m over there because thanks to you, she’s my only 
chance of getting my money back. Of leaving you. Like 
Mum did!

EUGENE climbs off his roof and walks to BOB. 
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EUGENE She left?

BOB It’s fine, Eugene.

EUGENE Then why’s your house so quiet? Stop making your house 
so quiet, Bob!

EUGENE hurries away, exiting down the road. BOB 
watches him go. He turns back to FOSTER.

BOB Well, if you hate it here so much, I don’t want you stepping 
foot in my home ever again.

BOB exits into his house.

FOSTER turns and sees DEMOISELLE standing behind him.

DEMOISELLE I don’t think I want you in my house either. And you know 
what, Foster?

DEMOISELLE takes the box of ingredients.

 I think I can win this all on my own. 

DEMOISELLE exits into her granny flat with the box.

FOSTER sits in the road.

FOSTER Dear Ludwig.

He lies down.
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ACT TWO
FOSTER lies asleep in the street. The displays are still in disarray. 
DEMOISELLE’s granny flat has been covered in a sheet.

The atmosphere is dream-like.

KING LUDWIG enters — the same actor who plays BOB.

LUDWIG Boy. Hey, boy.

FOSTER wakes.

FOSTER Where am I? 

LUDWIG You are in the road. Don’t you know where your home is?

FOSTER It’s freezing. 

FOSTER rubs his arms, shivering in the cold.

LUDWIG My fault I’m afraid. Bavarian winter. Follows me around.

FOSTER Who are you?

LUDWIG Ludwig.

FOSTER Come again?

LUDWIG Ludwig. You write me letters all the time. ‘Here I come, Ludwig. 
I am coming, Ludwig.’ You never show up, so here I am.

FOSTER But you’re dead. You died.

LUDWIG Died? I was killed. Drowned by my psychiatrist. How 
embarrassing can you get?

FOSTER This is insane.

LUDWIG Well, we sort of killed each other. He said I had unresolved 
issues with my father. I said he was a big bastard. It all went 
downhill from there.
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FOSTER The letters were pretend.

LUDWIG Maybe this is pretend. Maybe you are in the middle of the 
road, talking to yourself.

FOSTER I’ve gone mad. He finally sent me mad.

LUDWIG So, why have you not come to my castle like you promised?

FOSTER My Dad. 

LUDWIG He said no way?

FOSTER He took all my money. Put me in a job I didn’t want. Drove 
Mum off. 

LUDWIG This job you have. It is the same as him?

FOSTER Yes.

LUDWIG Same thing happened to me. Ludwig the Second. All 
parents see similarities. All children see differences.

FOSTER Yeah, well. We’re not similar. He’s Australian, I’m 
Un-Australian. I want to see the world, his idea of 
worldly is putting Chinese food on pizza. I say Australia 
and Christmas don’t mix. He covers his house in a 
cornucopia of crap.

LUDWIG It would surprise you then that my favourite Christmas 
tradition of all comes from your country.

FOSTER Which one?

LUDWIG Norman Banks is walking through a park on Christmas 
Eve. In the dark, Norman sees an old woman, sitting by 
herself with a candle, singing a Christmas carol. Norman 
is touched by this. The next Christmas, Norman gets some 
people together and they also sit in the park with candles 
and sing carols. Seventy years later, every Christmas, 
millions of people all over your country sit in parks and 
sing carols by candlelight.
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FOSTER I didn’t know that.

LUDWIG Australians can be graceful, Foster. You just have to look a 
little harder than normal.

FOSTER Ludwig?

LUDWIG Call me Wiggy.

FOSTER What’s it like? The Neuschwanstein.

LUDWIG Very beautiful.

FOSTER But what’s it like to be there? What does it smell like?

LUDWIG Tourists.

FOSTER Tell me something that isn’t in the travel guide.

LUDWIG It looks over Swan Lake. Did you know that?

FOSTER Everyone knows that.

LUDWIG Oh, excuse me. Everyone knows that. [beat] It looks tiny 
from the bottom of the hill, fragile. But on that road, 
walking up, you feel like you are entering a fairyland. It’s 
damp and musty. There are conifers everywhere. And snow. 
It’s enchanted, that road. You climb and climb and the Lake 
District that surrounds the castle opens up before you and 
there you are on a bridge over a waterfall, looking directly 
at my castle. It is so white. Whiter than you think it will be. 
Behind it is Swan Lake and behind that, the Alps. It’s heaven, 
Foster. I built heaven. [beat] I will go home now.

FOSTER You’re leaving?

LUDWIG I should. I don’t like cars. I will return to my castle and 
prepare for your arrival.

LUDWIG holds out his arms for a hug. FOSTER stares 
at him.
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 Oh. Sorry. European.

FOSTER No. I’ll take a hug.

FOSTER hugs LUDWIG — as if hugging someone else.

They separate.

LUDWIG I will see you soon.

FOSTER Thank you, Ludwig.

LUDWIG Hey, what is a delusion for?

LUDWIG exits. The dream-like atmosphere fades.

DEMOISELLE enters, wearing a pullover. She lifts the 
sheet off her granny flat, revealing a gingerbread house. 
She works on it. FOSTER goes to her.

FOSTER Demoiselle. That’s incredible. [no response] Cold, huh? 
Guess melting won’t be a problem. [no response] Look, I’m 
sorry about — …

DEMOISELLE I’m busy, Foster.

GUSTAV enters from the road in exercise clothes as 
DEMOISELLE exits into the gingerbread house.

GUSTAV Well, well. The happy couple.

FOSTER Oh. Yes. We’re just finishing our display. What do you think?

GUSTAV I think wife finish display. I think you sleep in road.

FOSTER You saw that, huh?

GUSTAV I almost trip over you on way out this morning. You have 
marriage problems?

FOSTER Something like that.
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GUSTAV Take tip from Gustav. Husband can be right or he can be 
happy. I take Svetlana out for morning walk so she is less 
fat. Complaining all the way. But I want to keep walking. 
Find Barney Banana ice cream.

GUSTAV shows FOSTER in his travel guide.

FOSTER Yeah, they don’t make those anymore.

GUSTAV This is what I find out. What happen to your country? All 
the fun is in the past.

GUSTAV puts his travel guide in EUGENE’s rubbish bin. 
FOSTER gets an idea.

FOSTER Have you ever eaten in Mexico City, Gustav?

GUSTAV Only once.

FOSTER Next time try Los Danzantes. Fifty types of tequila and a 
chocolate truffle pie that’ll make you cry. 

GUSTAV All right.

FOSTER Or if you want Italian next time you’re in Moscow, the 
Amsterdam Café. Or sushi in Chicago? The Kamehachi 
Café. They just started their dinner menu.

GUSTAV How you know all this?

FOSTER Same way I know you’ll be waiting for an hour to get into 
the Colosseum if you don’t join a tour group and to get 
to the Louvre Museum from Saint-Michel you catch the 
number 27 bus. My travel guides.

GUSTAV You have travel guides?

FOSTER Two hundred of them. 

GUSTAV That is a lot of travel guides.

FOSTER I’ll sell them to you. 
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GUSTAV Sell?

FOSTER Ten dollars each. Two thousand all up. No more ‘It’s A 
Knockout’ or Barney Banana. Everything you need to 
travel the world.

GUSTAV Travel. I am sick of travel.

FOSTER No, no. Don’t be sick of it. 

GUSTAV Urgh. Here is tomorrow. Here is yesterday. Gustav lose one 
whole year from time zones.

FOSTER But you get to see the world. The Great Wall. The 
Acropolis.

GUSTAV I have seen them. 

FOSTER And?

GUSTAV And I did not know anybody there. I miss my home. I 
miss family. 

BOB enters from his house and feels the cold.

BOB Holy snapping duck shit!

BOB hurries back into his house.

GUSTAV You think I am nitwit because I talk about love. Love is not 
pretty candy and hello hallmark card. It is blood. Smell. 
Anger, forgiving. These are not silly things. I miss these 
things. And no little book will change that.

FOSTER But you can’t quit, can you? Your job’s all they have.

GUSTAV You hit nail in head.

FOSTER No escape.

GUSTAV No escape for Gustav.
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FOSTER No end in sight.

GUSTAV No end for Gustav.

FOSTER Stuck travelling the world. I guess all you can really do is 
make the most of it.

Beat.

GUSTAV Okay.

FOSTER Okay what?

GUSTAV Two thousand for books.

FOSTER Really?

GUSTAV Gustav miss family. But he knows good deal when he 
hears it.

FOSTER You’ll buy them?

GUSTAV You get, I pay.

FOSTER shakes GUSTAV’s hand.

FOSTER Thank you. 

GUSTAV Okay.

FOSTER Thank you.

GUSTAV Okay. Yes, okay!

GUSTAV pulls his hand away and goes towards 
EUGENE’s house.

 Boy. You have seen Eugene?

FOSTER No. 

GUSTAV Where is this frigging guy?
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GUSTAV exits into EUGENE’s house.

FOSTER I’m going. I’m actually going.

FOSTER goes towards BOB’s house. BOB enters, dressed in a 
large amount of clothing. 

BOB Where do you think you’re going?

FOSTER I just need a few things.

BOB I said you weren’t stepping foot in this house.

FOSTER They’re my things.

BOB Maybe you’ll think twice next time you want to kick a man 
when he’s down.

BOB packs the American display into a box. FOSTER stays 
in the street.

FOSTER You can’t stop me going into my house.

BOB It’s my house. I decide who goes into my house and who 
doesn’t. I still have that.

FOSTER What are you going do? Camp out at the door?

BOB Quite a display your little girlfriend’s come up with. Be a 
shame if something happened to it.

FOSTER Meaning?

BOB Step foot in this house and something will happen to it.

BOB exits into his house with the box of American decorations.

EUGENE enters from the street, still in his Santa suit.

FOSTER Eugene?

EUGENE Hi, Foster.

FOSTER Where have you been?
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EUGENE I slept in a motel. It smelled like those pink things in 
urinals and I could hear stuff in other rooms I didn’t want 
to. This is the worst Christmas ever.

FOSTER Eugene, can you do me a favour?

EUGENE What?

FOSTER There are some things in my house and I need you to get 
them for me.

EUGENE Why can’t you get them?

FOSTER Well, Dad and I aren’t getting along so well.

EUGENE You should, you know. He’s your family.

FOSTER It’s complicated.

EUGENE No, it’s not. Bob’s just a pain in the bum. No one’s forgiven 
him and he’s too proud to ask for it.

FOSTER Forgiven him for what?

EUGENE Losing his job.

FOSTER That wasn’t his fault. 

EUGENE Have you told him that?

FOSTER Why would I?

EUGENE Old blokes like that sort of thing. Pat on the back. ‘She’ll 
be right.’ All they have, some of them.

FOSTER Look. Point is I need someone to go in there and get these 
things for me.

EUGENE What are they?

FOSTER Travel guides. Two hundred of them.

EUGENE That’s a lot of travel guides.
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FOSTER Will you do it?

EUGENE Svetlana.

FOSTER What about her?

EUGENE She doesn’t like me but she seems to like you a lot. You could 
say something nice about me.

FOSTER I don’t think that’s a good idea.

EUGENE You make Svetlana like me and I’ll get your books.

FOSTER All right. I’ll talk to her.

EUGENE And not like Bob did ’cause I ended up as a bug that got squashed.

EUGENE heads for BOB’s house.

FOSTER Eugene. Have you considered that she might not be worth it?

EUGENE No.

EUGENE exits into BOB’s house. 

SVETLANA enters from the road, huffing and puffing.

SVETLANA Fooster.

FOSTER You all right?

SVETLANA Gustav make me go on stupid walk. I am fit as fat grandma.

SVETLANA collapses to the ground, exhausted.

FOSTER Why didn’t you say no?

SVETLANA He does not know meaning of word. I have to wait on him like 
dog. Svetlana, make dinner. Svetlana, scratch foot. Svetlana, tear 
toilet paper.

FOSTER Guess it makes you miss Eugene.
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SVETLANA I do not miss Eugene. It is his fault I will be sent home to 
dumb ugly Russia. He is like all the others.

FOSTER Others?

SVETLANA Husbands. I am married fourteen times. Every time man 
never wants to keep me.

FOSTER Guess you don’t like your home very much.

SVETLANA It is bucket of puke. I like this place. 

FOSTER Here?

SVETLANA Yesterday I watch a man and woman in backyard. They 
work all day. Covered in dirt. Then they have showers and 
sit on their lawn, drinking beer and looking at all their 
hard work. Tired and smiling. I like here very much.

FOSTER So you could say that Eugene is your only chance of 
staying here.

SVETLANA He is not my only chance.

SVETLANA jumps on FOSTER, pinning him down.

FOSTER No. Get off. 

He tries to push her off.

SVETLANA Why? Because you have pretend wife? She is little girl. 
Svetlana knows things little girls don’t. We get married and 
make house and stink in yard together.

FOSTER No. Eugene. Stink with Eugene. He already has a yard.

EUGENE enters from BOB’s house carrying some books. 
He sees FOSTER and SVETLANA on the ground.

SVETLANA Good morning, husband.

EUGENE Foster. I said make her like me.
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FOSTER I’m trying.

EUGENE That’s not trying. That’s adultery.

FOSTER She jumped on me.

EUGENE Then push her off.

FOSTER I can’t. She’s freakishly robust. 

EUGENE I’m not getting your books.

EUGENE opens the roof of BOB’s house and throws the 
books in.

BOB [from off] Oi!

EUGENE You can get your own books!

EUGENE exits down the road. FOSTER gets away 
from SVETLANA.

FOSTER Eugene!

SVETLANA Fooster.

FOSTER Go home, Svetlana.

FOSTER exits down the road.

SVETLANA ‘Home.’ [in Russian] Pososi moyu konfetku!

SVETLANA exits into EUGENE’s house.

BOB enters and tidies away the last of the American 
display. He looks at MARTI’s house. He goes over and 
rings the doorbell. 

MARTI enters from her house.

MARTI Yes?

BOB I want my decorations back.
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MARTI You mean that pile of garbage that was in your yard?

MARTI starts replacing her display with a brand new 
identical one.

BOB What have you done with them?

MARTI I did the neighbourly thing and threw it all away for you.

BOB You think you’re so much better than me, don’t you?

MARTI Yes.

BOB Okay then. Let’s put it to the test. You give me back my 
decorations and we make a bet.

MARTI For money?

BOB Houses.

MARTI Excuse me?

BOB If you win, I move.

MARTI Move?

BOB Sell up. Move away. You’ll never see me again. But if I win, 
you move.

MARTI laughs.

MARTI Oh, Bob. That’s very funny.

BOB Do we have a deal?

MARTI Deal.

They shake hands.

MARTI opens the roof of her house. BOB takes out his bag 
of decorations. MARTI closes the roof.
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MARTI You don’t actually think that horrible thing you made will 
beat me?

BOB Gustav likes it. And that’s all that matters.

MARTI Gustav?

BOB Oh, you haven’t met? Russian bloke. Staying at Eugene’s.

MARTI Why is his opinion all that matters?

BOB Because he’s the judge.

MARTI The judge?

BOB That’s right. Big fan of Australia. Likes me no end. Better 
start packing, hey? Get a head start.

BOB exits into his house with his decorations.

MARTI goes to EUGENE’s house and presses the doorbell.

GUSTAV enters.

GUSTAV Yes?

MARTI Hello, I’m Marti. Mar-tee.

GUSTAV Ah. From ugly house.

MARTI Oh. 

GUSTAV What do you want?

MARTI Well, I just came to say hello, hi, and to let you know that I 
heard, through the grapevine, why you’re here.

GUSTAV Where did you hear this?

MARTI Oh, let’s not dwell on that. I think the better question is, 
how much do I have to pay so I can have what you’re here 
to give?
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GUSTAV points inside.

GUSTAV You want … ?

MARTI That’s right.

GUSTAV laughs. MARTI joins in.

GUSTAV Ten thousand.

MARTI Ten thousand?

GUSTAV You want goods. That is price.

MARTI Of course. When do you want it?

GUSTAV Tonight. After sun.

MARTI All right. I’ll see you then.

GUSTAV offers his hand. MARTI shakes it.

GUSTAV You change mind, Gustav not happy. And when Gustav 
not happy, Gustav not happy.

GUSTAV goes inside EUGENE’s house.

MARTI Pleasure doing business with you.

DEMOISELLE enters and works on her gingerbread house. 
MARTI goes to her.

MARTI Demoiselle. You made this?

DEMOISELLE You sound surprised.

MARTI Is this to help me?

DEMOISELLE I’ve entered on my own. Independently. Aren’t you proud of 
me? Don’t you hope your little princess wins instead of you?

MARTI You’re not going to.
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DEMOISELLE Don’t be so sure.

MARTI I bribed them. I’m paying them. They’re giving it to me.

DEMOISELLE stops working.

DEMOISELLE Of course you are.

MARTI But just think of the lovely Vista Views we’ll have when it’s 
all over. Deposit down, champagne in hand.

DEMOISELLE Vista means views.

MARTI What?

DEMOISELLE You’re buying an apartment called ‘Views Views.’

MARTI Look across the road. You see that house? Well, I don’t 
have to see that house. Because I know all about that 
house. The sight of it. The smell of it. And the people 
who live in it. I’ve worked very hard to get where I am 
and I’m not going to feel guilty and I’m not letting some 
gingerbread house get in my way.

MARTI heads towards her house.

DEMOISELLE You forgot to say it was beautiful.

MARTI stops.

Beat.

MARTI exits into her house.

FOSTER returns from the road. He and DEMOISELLE 
look at each other.

FOSTER Kicked out of home.

DEMOISELLE Lied to my entire life. Not good at anything as it turns 
out. She paid for all of it. Book. Trophies. It’s all for show. 
I’m a display.
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FOSTER [re: gingerbread house] You’re good at this. Maybe you’ll win.

DEMOISELLE She bribed them. The judges. She’s going to.

FOSTER Oh.

DEMOISELLE Guess you’re stuck here.

FOSTER Unless I get back in Dad’s good books, which won’t happen 
anytime soon.

DEMOISELLE There is another way you can travel. 

FOSTER How?

She walks to him.

DEMOISELLE We make you a mail order bride. Mail you across the world, 
buyer’s disappointed, you have a look around and then 
come home.

FOSTER And if they’re not disappointed?

DEMOISELLE They will be.

FOSTER Thanks but no thanks.

DEMOISELLE Guess that leaves your Dad.

FOSTER It’s always him. My whole life has been putting up with him, 
embarrassed by him. I really want to be there the day the 
great Bob Jones is cut down to size. And all that bravado 
and bluster goes down the drain. And I can look him in his 
eye and say ‘See? It’s all an act. It’s all bullshit.’

DEMOISELLE Probably won’t get you in his good books.

They smile. They stare at each other.

An oven dings inside the gingerbread house.

 My letterbox is cooked.
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She goes to leave. Then stops.

DEMOISELLE I wouldn’t be. Disappointed. If I paid for, nope, never mind.

DEMOISELLE exits into her granny flat.

BOB enters from his house and sets up his decorations.

FOSTER goes to him.

FOSTER You’re not going to win, Dad.

BOB You’ve played that record before.

FOSTER She bribed them. 

BOB Hey?

FOSTER Ms Hall. She’s paying the judge.

BOB Paying him?

FOSTER To win.

BOB Toffee-nose cheat!

BOB heads for MARTI’s house. FOSTER gets in his way.

FOSTER Dad.

BOB All I wanted was a fighting chance. That’s all a bloke wants. 
She’s more nuts than that Slade woman. Got the whole 
thing wrapped up. I got nothing left.

Something occurs to FOSTER.

FOSTER What if I had something?

BOB What do you mean?

FOSTER What if we sabotaged her so badly she couldn’t possibly be 
the winner? 
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BOB How?

FOSTER Will you let me back in?

BOB What are you going to do?

FOSTER We’ll have to wait until sun down.

The sun goes down.

BOB Okay. Now what? What are we doing out here? It’s freezing.

FOSTER Putting a bit of religion back into Christmas.

BOB Oh, Christ.

MRS SLADE enters from the road, dragging the empty dog 
collar behind her. 

MRS SLADE What was that, Robert?!

BOB Er.

FOSTER He said Christ. He blasphemed, Mrs Slade.

BOB Hey.

FOSTER That’s how upset he is. I am too. Bet you’re worse though. 
Bet when you heard you hit the roof.

MRS SLADE Heard what?

FOSTER About Ms Hall over there. She bribed a judge in the 
Christmas lights competition.

MRS SLADE The what?!

FOSTER That thing making people decorate their houses. She’s 
using our Lord’s day to win money. Dad and I reckon 
someone should put a stop to it. Someone brave who’ll 
stand up for what’s right. For what baby Jesus would want.

MRS SLADE The police said I had to behave or they’d take Ruffles away.
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FOSTER But we need someone to stop them. A good Christian 
soldier who can fight what they’ve turned Christmas into.

BOB And the bribery. Don’t forget that. That makes the bible cry.

MRS SLADE All right. But if the fuzz shows up, I’m splitsville.

FOSTER Fair enough. Let’s get you set up over here.

FOSTER ushers MRS SLADE towards BOB’s house. BOB 
pulls FOSTER aside.

BOB Are you sure this is going to work?

FOSTER You have a better idea?

BOB She’s not exactly a full deck of cards.

MRS SLADE I say, Robert, your garage sale isn’t going very well.

FOSTER I’m counting on it.

FOSTER and BOB follow MRS SLADE. They hide behind 
BOB’s house.

 [to MRS SLADE] Now. That’s Ms Hall’s house. When …

MARTI and GUSTAV enter from their houses.

BOB Ssh!

MARTI and GUSTAV meet on the street.

MARTI Is it arranged?

GUSTAV All ready.

BOB This is it. 

FOSTER What is?

BOB Ready, Mrs Slade?

MRS SLADE For what?
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GUSTAV You have money?

MARTI I do.

BOB He’s the judge and she’s bribing him.

FOSTER What?

MARTI You first.

GUSTAV Money first.

BOB Attack.

FOSTER Dad.

MRS SLADE Oh, I’m a bit old for that sort of thing.

MARTI Goods.

GUSTAV Money.

FOSTER Dad, that’s not — … 

BOB Oh, for God’s sake.

BOB grabs the dog collar and leash and throws it at MARTI 
and GUSTAV. MRS SLADE screams and runs at them.

MRS SLADE Ruffles! Leave him alone, you brutes!

GUSTAV Who are you? What is Ruffle?

MRS SLADE collects the dog collar and leash.

MRS SLADE Behold! Tremble before the wrath of the holy soldier! Bare 
witness to that which they use to strike down those who 
writhe happily in sin!

MARTI What?

MRS SLADE starts hitting them.

MRS SLADE Hand it over! Hand it over! Hand it over!
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MARTI Hand what over?

MRS SLADE The money, you prissy tart.

GUSTAV Hey, crazy lady. We have deal. It is not to do with you.

MRS SLADE turns on GUSTAV, alarming him.

MRS SLADE And you. How dare you! Luring people into your little 
silver-bell cult. Making them turn their home into the 
Whore of Babylon!

MARTI Hey.

GUSTAV They were like that when I got here.

MRS SLADE goes to attack the alarmed GUSTAV. 
FOSTER hurries out.

FOSTER Mrs Slade. Stop. He’s not the judge.

MRS SLADE No? Not an arbiter of depravity? An adjudicator of sin?

FOSTER No. He sells women.

MRS SLADE What?!

GUSTAV [terrified of her] I am judge! Boy is confused!

FOSTER What?

GUSTAV Quiet, stupid boy! [quietly] You want to sell books? [to all] 
Gustav is all-powerful Christmas decider!

MRS SLADE goes to attack GUSTAV who tries to get away 
from her. MARTI grabs MRS SLADE and ties her up in the 
dog leash.

MRS SLADE Let me go! Put Ruffles down! [singing] ‘Onward Christian 
soldiers, marching as to war, with the cross of Jesus, going 
on before.’
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MARTI pulls MRS SLADE to her house and ties the leash 
to it.

 [singing] ‘Christ, the royal master, leads against the foe; 
forward into battle, see his banners go!’

MARTI Sit!

MRS SLADE sits on MARTI’s house.

 Now. Where were we?

MRS SLADE Feeding the fires of hell and damnation.

BOB steps out from behind his house.

BOB I’ll tell you where. Gustav was about to announce the winner.

MARTI Er. Not yet.

BOB Why? What’s happening first?

MARTI Nothing.

BOB Then let’s hear it, Gustav. What’s the decision? Whose 
display is the best one?

GUSTAV Very well.

GUSTAV looks at all the displays, staying away from MRS 
SLADE. The others watch him. 

 Gustav has decided. I like food house.

BOB Food house?

GUSTAV points to the gingerbread house.

GUSTAV That one. It’s funny.

MARTI But we had a deal.

GUSTAV For what?
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BOB What about mine? You said you loved it.

MRS SLADE You mean your garage sale don’t you, Robert?

BOB Yes. No.

GUSTAV It is very good job, Bob. But food house is winner.

BOB But we had a bet. I was going to win.

MARTI realises and knocks on the gingerbread house.

MARTI Demoiselle! Demoiselle!

DEMOISELLE enters.

DEMOISELLE What?

MARTI Congratulations, Princess! You won!

DEMOISELLE I won?

FOSTER Demoiselle.

DEMOISELLE I won something. I won something!

MARTI hugs her.

MARTI Oh, darling! I knew we would. Well, Bob. Looks like I’ll be 
getting my beachfront apartment after all.

DEMOISELLE What?

MARTI And more importantly, you’ll be moving.

FOSTER Moving?

BOB No one’s moving anywhere. Half those winnings are ours. 

MARTI Yours?

BOB My son bought those ingredients. He was helping Duracell. 
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MARTI Don’t embarrass yourself, Bob. It’s my land. We won fair 
and square.

BOB You didn’t win. The kids won. All you did was bribe, cheat 
and steal. I thought it was because you’re a cow but that’s not 
it, is it? It’s because you’re desperate. Because you know deep 
down underneath your highflying job and renovated house 
and expensive clothes, you’re shithouse.

MARTI I am not shithouse.

BOB Oh, you are shithouse.

MARTI You’re the one who’s shithouse, Bob. You’re the one who made 
the stupid bet. Who thought that Abomination Of A Nation 
ever had a chance of winning.

BOB It had a better chance than some boring Un-Australian 
snowman!

MARTI That snowman cost seven hundred dollars, you philistine!

BOB looks at FOSTER for help.

FOSTER Slob.

BOB [to MARTI] Who are you calling a slob?

MARTI You, Bob. I’m calling you a slob. 

BOB Well, here’s what this slob thinks of your seven hundred 
dollar snowman. 

BOB urinates on MARTI’s display. MRS SLADE roars with 
laughter.

FOSTER Oh, Dad.

BOB [singing] ‘Waltzing Matilda. Waltzing Matilda.’

MARTI heads for BOB’s display.

 Bugger. Stop. Pull up. [stops urinating] Oi. Get away from there.
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MARTI starts trashing BOB’s display. 

MARTI You tacky. Uncultured. 

BOB starts trashing MARTI’s display. MRS SLADE laughs 
at them. The others watch horrified.

BOB Snobby.

MARTI Vulgar.

BOB Yuppy.

MARTI Boorish.

BOB Shallow.

MARTI Cringe-worthy.

BOB Pompous.

MARTI/BOB Dickhead!

BOB and MARTI run at each other. They grab each other 
and fight, pathetically.

BOB Half ’s ours!

MARTI No, it isn’t.

BOB Is too.

MARTI Is not.

BOB Is.

MARTI Isn’t.

MARTI gets the upper hand, pinning BOB.

BOB Foster. Tell them, son. Tell them half ’s yours. 

FOSTER Dad.
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BOB All our problems solved. She didn’t do it on her own. Tell 
them the truth. Say it!

FOSTER She made it herself, Dad.

BOB No!

MARTI lets BOB go. He collapses to the ground.

MARTI There you have it, Bob. We won. Not you. Now, if you’ll 
excuse me I’m going to spend my winnings on a down 
payment on my Vista Views. 

DEMOISELLE My winnings.

MARTI Not now, Demoiselle.

DEMOISELLE Why not? Aren’t you proud of me?

MARTI Of course I am. I’m very proud of you.

DEMOISELLE Then say they’re mine. Say I can keep them. That I’m more 
important than some beachfront apartment.

MARTI Demoiselle. Of course you’re …

Beat.

MARTI stares at DEMOISELLE.

A sob from BOB.

FOSTER Dad?

BOB I did everything I could. That’s right, isn’t it? You’re 
supposed to win, aren’t you? Be rewarded for your efforts. 
Wife’s not supposed to leave you. Kid’s not supposed to pay 
your bills. Not supposed to lose your job at the age of …
[beat] I’m sorry, mate. It all got pulled away from me. Like 
the bloody tide came in and took it away. You’re a good 
kid. Anyone says different they say it to Bob Jones and see 
what happens. He’s a good kid. He’s just got a shit of a Dad.
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BOB cries.

FOSTER stands over him.

FOSTER See? It’s all …

BOB looks up at him.

Beat.

FOSTER pats BOB on the back.

 She’ll be right, Dad.

BOB Yeah?

FOSTER Wasn’t your fault. We’ll get through it.

They hug awkwardly.

GUSTAV starts crying, moved.

GUSTAV I am not judge!

MARTI What?

GUSTAV  I was scared of old lady and thought it was what people 
wanted. Now everyone is miserable and urinating. I am 
not Christmas judge. I sell Russian brides to dumb guys. 
Everyone be happy again.

DEMOISELLE I didn’t win?

MARTI holds out the envelope.

MARTI So what was I paying you this for?

GUSTAV Svetlana.

MARTI Who?

GUSTAV You want Eugene’s wife.
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MARTI His wife?

MRS SLADE Slut.

GUSTAV Now I take money.

GUSTAV grabs the envelope. MARTI holds on.

MARTI I’m not giving you my money.

GUSTAV We have deal.

MARTI We have misunderstanding.

GUSTAV reaches into his jacket.

GUSTAV Marti from ugly house.

Alarmed, she lets the envelope go. He takes out a piece of 
paper, handing it to her.

 Here is receipt. Thank you for shopping with us. I now 
pronounce you annoying Russian woman and crazy 
Australian lady.

MARTI No.

GUSTAV [to all] Eugene’s debt is paid. Australia is very strange.

GUSTAV exits into EUGENE’s house.

FOSTER Gustav? We still have a deal, right?

MARTI turns to BOB.

MARTI You. You owe me ten thousand dollars.

BOB I do not.

MARTI You said he was the judge.

BOB I thought he was. It’s not my fault you’re a cheat.
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MARTI It’s not fair. I was going to drink wine and look at sunsets and 
have dinner parties. That’s what I was spending my money on. 
Not a lesbian life partner!

MRS SLADE Well, this couldn’t get any weirder.

EUGENE enters and stands on his roof dressed as Santa Claus.

EUGENE Behold! I am Kris Kringle!

BOB Eugene?

EUGENE I am Papa Noel!

FOSTER Oh God. He’s lost it.

BOB Get off the damn roof.

EUGENE Can’t, Bob. I am Saint Nicholas! I know if you’ve been bad 
or good. I know if you’ve been naughty or nice. Residents of 
Dickens Court! People of earth! Behold, my Christmas miracle!

EUGENE looks at the sky. Everyone looks up, stunned. It’s 
snowing.

FOSTER It’s snowing.

BOB I don’t believe it.

MARTI That’s impossible.

BOB On your tongues. Catch it on your tongues. 

Everyone opens their mouths. Everyone catches the snow on 
their tongues. Everyone spits it out.

FOSTER That’s not snow.

DEMOISELLE It’s ash.

BOB Ash?

MRS SLADE I say, Robert. 
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BOB What?

MRS SLADE Your house is on fire.

Everyone looks at BOB’s house. It burns in flames.

BOB My house is on fire. He set my house on fire.

BOB realises something and smiles, then laughs.

 My house is on fire!

MARTI You okay, Bob?

BOB I’m fine. I’m fan-bloody-tastic. I’m insured to the hilt!

MARTI But your things.

BOB The wife took them! She took everything worth anything! 
We’re rich! It’s just the house! It’s just a house!

BOB cheers in front of his burning house.

FOSTER My books.

The house burns as the fire trucks approach.

Later that night, BOB inspects what’s left of his house. 
FOSTER lies in the street, staring at the sky. He makes a 
snow angel in the ash. Everyone else is gone.

FOSTER Almost midnight. They’re going to work in New York City. 
Going home in Moscow. Taking their siestas in Rome.

BOB All right now, hey?

EUGENE enters from his house.

 Well, well. Jolly old Saint Nick.

EUGENE Sorry about your house, Bob. 
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BOB No, you’re not.

EUGENE No, I’m not.

BOB Tell you what. You can make it up to me. We’ll head into 
yours and crack open a few. Drink ’til dawn. What do 
you say?

EUGENE Nowhere to sleep, Bob?

BOB No. Not really.

SVETLANA enters from MARTI’s house.

SVETLANA [at MARTI, in Russian] Mandavoshka!

BOB Looks like I’m not the only one.

SVETLANA spits at MARTI’s house and sees the others.

SVETLANA She does not want wife. Or maybe just me.

EUGENE I have something to say, Svetlana. Okay, maybe I’m not 
some manly muscle-bound hero like Bob. Maybe I smell 
like a goldfish. And maybe I have to buy a wife. But at least 
I’m a nice person. You’re not. You’re not nice one little bit.

SVETLANA [amazed] Eugene.

EUGENE So if you’re going to live with me, I think you should work 
on that.

Beat.

SVETLANA heads for EUGENE’s house and stops. She 
holds out her hand to EUGENE.

BOB Night, Eugene.

EUGENE Night, Bob.

EUGENE takes SVETLANA’s hand. They exit into 
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EUGENE’s house.

DEMOISELLE enters from MARTI’s house. BOB busies 
himself at his house. 

DEMOISELLE goes to FOSTER.

DEMOISELLE Never a sand castle around when you need one.

FOSTER Everything okay in there?

DEMOISELLE For now. Until she finds out what I want to do for a living.

FOSTER Cover houses in confectionary?

DEMOISELLE Close.

FOSTER So who won?

DEMOISELLE Some family. 

FOSTER Sorry it wasn’t you.

DEMOISELLE Was for a minute. [beat] I’m moving back in with Mum. 
Her idea. So if you need somewhere to sleep …

FOSTER And eat.

DEMOISELLE I know just the place.

They smile at each other.

 Although be careful with the front door because it’s 
basically a giant biscuit.

He kisses her. She stares at him, shocked.

 Good. Yep.

She grabs his face and kisses him back. 

 Night then.
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FOSTER Night.

DEMOISELLE exits into MARTI’s house.

BOB Nice girl that er …

FOSTER Demoiselle.

BOB Listen, I know I’m supposed to wait ’til tomorrow but … 
Here. Your present.

BOB gives an envelope to FOSTER. FOSTER opens it and 
stares inside.

FOSTER Dad.

BOB Two thousand. What I took. What you need to … You 
know.

FOSTER Where did you get it?

BOB Sold the FJ Holden to Gustav.

FOSTER But you love that car.

BOB stares at FOSTER.

BOB Well, I should hit the road.

FOSTER To where?

BOB Have to let your mother know.

FOSTER You’re walking?

BOB Be there by dawn. Wake her up with the good news.

FOSTER That her house burnt down?

BOB I’ll phrase it nicely. Get down on my knees. Get a job.

FOSTER picks up the FJ Holden, fidgeting with it.
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FOSTER Maybe then I can throw in the towel at the garage.

BOB Yeah.

FOSTER Yeah?

BOB Don’t think you were ever cut out for the mechanic’s 
game, mate.

The FJ Holden roars to life in FOSTER’s hands. 

BOB takes it off him and switches it off, annoyed. He puts 
it back on his front lawn.

FOSTER Don’t you want to drive it?

BOB No. I’ll walk.

BOB goes to exit down the road. FOSTER looks at his watch.

FOSTER Hey, Dad?

BOB stops.

 Merry Christmas.

BOB Yeah. Merry Christmas, Gary.

BOB exits.

FOSTER smiles.

End
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